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FERNHILL NOW

A unique and historic garden

A location of national
heritage significance

Underutilised and
underdeveloped

Unexploited potential

Background



Location

Fernhill Estate

Dublin Airport



Location



To provide an environment
for

Culture

National Sculpture Park

Art

Tourism

Education

Amenity

The Objective



Our vision is to provide a development
of international standing, which
integrates public amenity, Sculpture
Park and gardens, Cultural Centre
including conference facilities and
flexible exhibition space, Retail and
Restaurant facilities, Farmers Market
and community facilities. The
approach is one of nurture and
enhancement, to reinvest in the
existing attributes of the site, both the
historical building stock and the mature
landscape, which will form the
backdrop to what we believe will be an
inspirational place and model for
similar developments.

The Vision



Key Plan

1. Cultural Centre
2. Sculpture Park
3. Tea Rooms / Educational use
4. Display Gardens
5. Outdoor Performance Area
6. Carparking
7. Maze
8. Food Emporium and Retail
9. Farmers Market & Greenhouses
10. Cottage Gardens
11. Garden Centre & Polytunnels



Cultural Centre

Cultural Centre

2000 m2 : Cultural Centre /
Exhibition / Conference



The Cultural Centre will be a venue of outstanding quality, both in
relation to the architecture and landscaping, the environment and

facilities and the range and standard of the services provided.  It is
conceived as a centre of excellence which will have broad appeal,

serving the community at large, business groups both local and
international and also the tourist industry. It will play host to local and

International conferences, Sculpture and Fine Art exhibitions, Cultural,
Theatrical and Musical events and will be seen as a exemplar for venues

of its type.

Cultural Centre 
Images



The proposed Cultural Centre is a multi-functional exhibition facility which unlike other facilities has the ability to adapt and change
to present the most current expression of Ireland through the arts, music, design and craftsmanship. It is conceived as a three
storey structure, two over a below grade level, which will open onto a sunken garden and terrace. The building interior, will be a
series of beautifully crafted flexible spaces, varying in height, scale and atmosphere, to adapt to a broad range of ever changing
calendar events. These will include, business conferences for up to 250 people and full restaurant facilities, exhibitions of various
subject matter, performances in formal and informal setting, and celebratory events.

Cultural Centre 
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A National Sculpture Park for Ireland

International importance and tourist destination

Increased visitor / tourist numbers

Anchor / key feature to Fernhill proposal

National Sculpture
Park



The Sculpture Park is perceived as a
central attraction amongst the
various components of the proposal,
and will capitalise on the beauty and
unique aspects of the setting, both
the extensive wooded area and the
33 acres of pasture which rise to
meet the Wicklow hills to the West.
There is an opportunity to create an
exceptional setting for sculpture, to
challenge, inspire, inform and delight
the visitor. The objective is to
provide an experience which will
appeal to the day visitor, or those on
a pilgrimage to see exceptional
artworks in one of the finest
exhibition sites in Europe.

National Sculpture
Park



The planned refurbishment of the
main house, is part of the
reinvestment in existing building
stock. Tea rooms and potentially
educational uses are under
consideration for the main house.

Tea Rooms / 
Educational Use



The display gardens are seen as a
series of individual gardens,
contained within a hedged "oval" to
create outdoor rooms and exhibition
areas.

Display Gardens



The natural contours of the grassed
area to the front of the site allow for
the introduction of an external
amphitheatre, for the purposes of
holding outdoor events and concerts.
The intention would be to capitalize
on this opportunity and develop this
performance space, in close proximity
to the adjacent parking area.

Outdoor 
Performance Area



The surface car-parking will provide
ample numbers for the combined
proposed activities on the site. The
car-parking areas will be subdivided
into manageable lots with extensive
earth berming and landscaping to
integrate them into the contours of
the site.

Carparking



The maze is a reference to Victorian
era of the setting  and will be
positioned next to the main entrance
to the Cottage Gardens, Retail and
Farmer's Market.

Maze



Cottage Gardens

Retail & Farmer’s
Market

Cottage Gardens

Retail

Entrance

Polytunnels

Farmer’s Market

Garden Centre

2300 m2 : Retail / Restaurant /
Cookery School

1250 m2 : Farmers market

Cottage Gardens

Retail

Entrance

Polytunnels

Farmer’s Market

Garden Centre



The Food Emporium will provide a
food offer of exceptional choice and
quality. It is envisaged that a strong
emphasis will be placed on sourcing
product from organic sources and
that the adjacent Farmer's Market will
act in a complementary way.

Food Emporium
& Retail



The Farmers Market, Cottage
Gardens and Garden Centre will
combine to provide fresh daily
produce and associated goods. The
objective is to provide the visitor with
quality and variety at affordable
prices.

Farmer’s Market
& Gardens



Economic

Tourism

Amenity

Arts & Culture

Education

Benefits


